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PROBLEM FOR DISCRETE TIME SYSTEMS POSSESSING AN EXOOENFDUS COM

PONENT 

ABSTRACT 

In this paper the optimal control algorithm for discrete time systems 

minimizing a quadratic cost functional is derived. The system considered is 

assumed to be linear and to possess an exogenous component. The cost 

functional is a quadratic tracking equation in which it is assumed that the 

weighting matrices are semi-positive definite. and moreover that a weighted 

sum of these matrices is positive definite. The time horizon considered is 

infinite. Two special cases of the obtained controller are the controller 

minimizing the infinite time Minimum Variance cost criterium and the LQ

regulator. For the infinite time Minimum Variance controller a characteri

zation of the admissible reference trajectories is given. 

LIn.troduction 

The economy of almost every country is subject to foreign influences. In particular for 

small countries. like the Netherlands. variables like world trade size and exchange rate of 

the U.S. dollar are taken for granted. 

It is for this reason that systems which possess an exogenous component play an impor

tant role in economics. Especially the problem of regulating target variables along 

predescribed reference paths. while the to be applied control also should show some 

predescribed behaviour is an interesting subject for research. 

In case this problem is formulated as a quadratic cost criterium with a finite time horizon 

N and a positive definite weighting matrix for the instrument variables. the optimal con

trol minimizing this criterium can be calculated. This was first done by Pindyck in [5]. 

Later on solutions for more general cost criteria were treated by Chow in [3] and de Zeeuw 

in [8]. 

In this paper the infinite time horizon problem is investigated. The algorithm obtained for 

this problem appears to be rather simple. 

A Riccati equation has to be solved only once. and after that - at any time - one has to 

update merely one equation in order to calculate the optimal control. Another generaliza

tion considered in this paper is that the assumption of a positive definite weighting matrix 

for the instruments in the cost functional is dropped. and is replaced by a weaker assump

tion on the weighting matrices for the targets and instruments. 

Two special cases of the obtained optimal controller are the infinite time Minimum Vari

ance controller and the traditional LQ-regulator. The optimal controller minimizing the 
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in1inite time Minimum Variance criterium will be stated seperately. This makes a charac

terization of the admissible reference trajectories. as was done for the one step Minimum 

Variance controller by Engwerda in [4]. possible. The rest of the paper is organized as fol

lows. 

In section n the finite time problem and its solution are discussed. Using the result 

obtained in this section. in section ill the in1inite time horizon problem is solved. Since 

many calculations have to be done in order to obtain the optimal controller. in section IV 
additional conditions are formulated. which make the implementation of the algorithm 

rather easy. 

Section V treats then the special case of the in1inite time Minimum Variance controller 

together with its obtainable reference trajectories. The last section. section VI. summarizes 

the main results. 

D The :Ilnite time problem statement and its solution 

The system analyzed in this paper is described by the following linear. finite dimensional. 

time invariant. difference equation 

(1) Yt +1 = A Yk + B Ut + eXt. k = 1.2 •••• 

where Yt is a n -dimensional output vector to be controlled and is observed in period k : Ut 

is a m -dimensional input/control vector with m' n : Xt is a p -dimensional uncontrollable 

deterministic input vector. called exogenous noise and is assumed to be known at period k. 

The initial values of the system are Yo = Yo and Xo = %0 • It is furthermore assumed that 
matrix B has full rank. 

Ai; pointed out in the introduction. the subject of this section will on the one hand be the 

formulation of the cost functional in which the (often confticting) aims of the government 

are expressed. and on the other hand the derivation of the optimal controller minimizing 

this cost criterium. 

The cost criterium concerned is motivated as follows. It is assumed that the government 

has a reference trajectory in mind for the targets Yk as well for the instruments Ut • 

namely Y; and u; . which it wants to track accurately. 

Furthermore it is assumed that the government is only interested in the deviation from a 

variable from its reference value. In other words. whether the variable remains below or is 

greater than its reference value makes no difference to the government. as long as these 

deviations are the same. These assumptions. together with the consideration that a certain 

deviation of one variable from its reference value may be of much more importance than it 

is for another variable. make the following quadratic cost functional plausible 
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N-I 
(2) I n = r. (Yk - y;) Q (Yk - Y;) + (UA: - u;yr R (Ut - u;)l+ 

1;=0 

where it is assumed that Q and R are symmetric semi-positive definite matrices and 

matrix BT Q B + R is positive definite. 

The problem treated now is to find the control sequence Uo .... .uN-I which minimizes this 

cost functional IN' Under more severe restrictions on the weighting matrices this problem 

was first solved by Pindyck in [5]. We shall summarize the solution he gave in a slightly 

different way. By a reformulation of some variables and equations it is easily seen that the 

algorithm given by Pindyck and the algorithm presented here coincide. 

Theorem 1 

The optimal control sequence for system (1) minimizing IN is given by 

(3i) uA:.N = - Gk .N YI; - gA: .N 

(3iO whereGA:.N = (R + BT KA:+1.N B)-l BT KI;+I.N A 

(3iii) gk.N = (R +BT KA:+1.N B)-l{ - B ThA:+l.N + BT KJ:+I.NCXA: - Run 

and KI;.N' respectively hA:.N. are given by the following recursive equations: 

(3iv) Kk-1.N = Q + AT {KA:.N -KA:.N B(R +BT KA:.N Br1 BT KA:.N}A 

KN.N = Q 

(3v) hA:.N = (A - BGA:.N)T hA: +1.N - (RGA:.N yr u; - (A - BGI;.N yr KI; +1.N Cxl; + Q Y; 

[] 

The solution is found by backwards iteration. First equation (3iv) is solved. Then. using 

this result. equation (3v) can be solved. Once these two equations are solved. the optimal 

control can be computed from equations (3Ui). (3ii) and (3i), respectively. 

Proof (of theorem 1): 

De Zeeuw gives a proof of this theorem under the assumption that R is a positive definite 

matrix (theorem 2.7.1 in [8]). He notes that due to this assumption the matrices 

R + BT KI;.N B.k = t •.. oN. are always invertible. Using this result the optimal control 

algorithm as stated above is then derived. 

We shall show that this invertibility condition is already satisfied when we assume that 

matrix BT Q B + R is positive definite (in addition to the assumption that the weighting 

matrices are semi-positive definite). Therefore we first note that equation (3iv) can be 
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rewritten as 

(3iv) Kk-l,11 = (A - BGI.:-1,11)T K(A - BGI.:-l,11) + Q + G[-l,11 R Gk- 1,1l 

KN,1I = Q 

From this equation we obtain now immediately that KI;,1I ~ Q for all Ie:. So 

BT Kt,,NB + R ~ BT Q B + R for all k. ~ince BT Q B + R is positive defi.nite we can con

clude that BT Kt,,1I B + R will be positive defi.nite too (and hence invertible) for 

Ie: = 1 •.. .N. The rest of the proof can now be given along the lines de Zeeuw derived the 

algorithm. 0 

m The optimal regulator for an infinite time horizon 

In the previous section the fi.nite time horizon regulator was considered. In this section it 

will be shown that if the planning horizon is extended to infi.nity. the optimal control 

algorithm can be obtained under some additional conditions. The proof of the main 

theorem makes use of the fact that under a weak condition on the matrix pair (A.B). the 

solution Ko,1l of the recurrence equation (3iv) will converge when N tends to infi.nity. 

This will be proved in lemma 1. Before this proof can be given some well-known results. 

which are essential for the proof of lemma 1. have to be summarized. The fi.rst result used 

is one about the well-known fi.nite time Linear Quadratic regulator. 

Proposition 1 

Consider the system YI;+1 = A Yk + B Uk • Ie: = O.l •.. .N-l. The control law minimizing 

the quadratic cost functional 

N-l 
IN = YkQ YN + 1: (YIQ Y + u[ R Uk)' 

1.:=0 

where Q and R are symmetric semi-positive defi.nite matrices and BT Q B + R is a posi

tive defi.nite matrix. is given by 

U1 ,1l = -G1 ,1l Yk • Ie: = O.l •.. .N-1. 

Here Gk ,1l is given again by equation (3ii). The minimal value of the cost functional is 

YbKk,1lYO' 

~ 
From the proof of theorem 1 it follows that R + BT Kk,1lB is positive defi.nite for 

Ie: = i. .. .N. 
The rest of the proof can then be found e.g. in Bertsekas [2]. 

The other result used in the ensuing lemma 1 is that. in case the system considered in pro

position 1 is st&bilizable. it can be concluded that there exists a control sequence U (.) such 

that the cost functional remains bounded as N ..... 00. Remember that a matrix pair (A .B) 
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is called stabilizable if there exists a matrix F such that all eigenvalues of the matrix 

A + BF are situated inside the unit circle. For the sake of completeness a short proof of 

this proposition will be provided. 

Proposition 2 

Consider the system and cost functional stated in proposition 1. Assume that the matrix 

pair (A .B) is stabilizab1e. 

Then there is a control sequence u (.) such that lim IN exists. 
N"'co 

Proof: 

Since the system is stabilizable. there exists a F such that A +BF is stable. So there is a 

M and a > 0 such that II (A + BF)t II ~ Me-ott (see e.g. Willems [6]). 

Hence II Yt II ~ Me-ott n Y II and HUt II ~ II FII II Yt II. So it is clear that the cost functional 

will remain bounded for any N if this control sequence is applied. [] 

Lemma 1 

Suppose that the matrix pair (A .B) is stabilizable and that the matrices Q and R satisfy 

the conditions posed in proposition 1. Then. in the following matrix algorithm. Gt,N con

verges when N tends to infinity to a limit independent of k 

Proof: 

(RRE) Kt - 1,N = Q + AT Kt,NA -AT Kt,NB (R + BT Kt,NB )-1 BT Kt,NA 

KN,N = Q: 

Gt,N = (BT Kt +1,N B + R )-1 BT Kk+1,NA 

Consider the linear system described in proposition 1. We first note that Kt,N equals 

Kt+m,N+m for any m. Therefore it suftices to consider lim K O,N' 
N-+co 

Since the pair (AB) is stabilizable. we know from proposition 2 that there exists a control 

sequence u (.) such that the cost functional will be bounded for all N. 

According to proposition 1 the minimal cost is given by Y~O,NYo, Since o~IN~IN+1 • 
it is clear that O~ K O,N ~ K O,N +1 • where D < (= ) F means that matrix F - D is (semi) 

positive definite. 

Thus we have that K O,N is a monotone non-decreasing matrix sequence. which is bounded 

from above. Therefore it can be concluded that Ko,N possesses a semi-positive definite 

limit K. and consequently G O,N converges when N .... 00. [] 

Corollary 1: 

The steady state solution (i.e. the limit of (RRE) ) satisfi.es the following matrix equation 
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where K is a semi-positive definite solution of the Algebraic Riccati Equation 

Note that the solution of (ARE) will in general not be uniquely determined. [] 

Now lemma 1 gives us a sufficient condition to conclude that the recurrence equation 

(RRE) converges. This result will be used in a corollary from theorem 2 to conclude that 

the optimal control U;,N in (3i) will converge to a limit when N tends to infinity. 

In theorem 2 it is proved that. under the assumption that pointwise lim U;,N exists. this 

control sequence will minimize the infinite time horizon problem. 

To prove this result. the order of certain limits and summations has to be interchinged. A 

general result about this subject is stated and proven now in lemma 2. 

Lemma 2 
Let IN be a sequence of positive functions (i.e. IN (x) > 0 for all x) which converges 

pointwise to a function I. Assume furthermore that lim 'I N is finite. Then 
N .... co J, 

Proof: 

We know that 

By assumption lim JI N is finite. so we have that Uminl JI N is finite. Thus the condi

tions for applying Patou's lemma are fu11illed. This lemma tells us that: 

JUminllN ~Uminl JINO 

As IN converges to I it is obvious that Uminl I N equals loUsing this we now obtain: 

Jliml N ~ lim JI N • which had to be proven. [] 

We now arrive at the promised theorem. 

Theorem. 2 

Assume that in equation (3i) for all i limui,N ~ ui exists when N tends to infinity. 

Then this control sequence U; minimizes the follOWing infinite time horizon cost criterium 
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where Q ~ 0 and R ~ 0 are symmetric and BT Q B + R > o. 
Proof: 

Consider the optimal controller derived in theorem 1 in case cost functional J N is minim

ized. Denote this optimal control sequence by ui.N i = O.1. .. .N. and the resulting control 

cost by IN . Since IN is a monotonically increasing sequence we have. due to Bellman's 

principle. for any sequence U that 

lim IN' J QO(Uj) (0. 
N-+QO 

So the only thing left to prove is that lim IN ~ J co CUi ) (ii ). 

From inequality (i) it immediately follows that any control will minimize the infinite cost 

criterium in case limlN is infinite. We may therefore assume in the sequel. without loss of 

generality. that limlN is bounded, 

To prove inequality (ii). we introduce the following variables and functions: 

! t.N which equals (Yt+l-Y;+1 Y Q (Yk+l-Y;+l) + (Ut-u;Y R (Uk-U;) 

when UJ: = Uk.N is applied. and 

i J:.N which equals ! k.N l[o.N] (1). where l[o.N] (1) is the indicator function. 

Application of lemma 2 with! N = i k.N yields now 

which can be rewritten as: 

QO N 
L lim! k.N 'lim L! t.N . This completes the proof. [] 
t=o J:=O 

Corollary 2 
Assume that the matrix pair (A .B) in equation (1) is stabillzable and the exogenous noise 

x (.) and the reference trajectories Y (.) and U (.) are such that for all i ~ 0 limhi.N ~hi 
exists when N tends to infinity. Then the optimal control minimizing J QI) (equation 4i) is 

given by 
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where K is the semi-positive definite limit of the recurrence relation given by (RRE). 

Proof: 

According to theorem 1. the optimal control for the finite time problem is given by 

Ut.N = - Gt.N Yt - gt .N • where Gt.N and gk.N satisfy equations (3ii) and (3ili). 

Since (A.B) is stabilizable we have. according to lemma 1. that Kt+l.N converges when N 

tends to infinity. This. together with the assumption that lim ht.N exists for all k. leads 

to the conclusion that lim iit.N converges to iit • where iit is given by equation (4ii). 

So for all i ~ 0 lim ili.N exists. 

Application of theorem 2 yields now the stated result. [] 

This corollary 2 results in the next algorithm for calculating the optimal control. 

All:Qrithm 

The following steps have to be taken successively in order to calculate the optimal control. 

1) Check whether the matrix pair (A .B) is stabilizable and a.R and BT a B + R 

are symmetric semi-positive definite respectively positive definite matrices 

2) Calculate the semi-positive definite solutions of (RRE) and their limit 

3) Check if the exogenous noise and reference trajectories are such that limhi+l.N 

exists for all i 

4) Implement the optimal control 

"j = - (R + BT KB )-1 BT KAYi - (R + BT KB )-1 BT {KCx j - hi+l} + 

+ (R + BT KB)-1 Ru; 

Since step 2 and 3 are difficult to calculate. it would be nice if some additional conditions 

could be formulated under which these calculations become easier. Conditions which sim

plify the calculation of (ARE) will be discussed in the remainder of this section. Section IV 

will treat conditions which ascertain the existence of lim hi.N • We already note here 
N .... oo 

that in case all eigenvalues of matrix A - BG differ from zero. and the existence of hi is 

guaranteed for all i. calculation of hi becomes much simpler. 

Then hi+l can be derived from hi in the following way: 

We shall now discuss conditions which simplify the calculation of (RRE). Therefore. first 

a proposition will be stated which gives us sufficient conditions to conclude that all 
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eigenvalues of matrix A - BG are situated inside the unit circle. Using this result we shall 

prove then in proposition 4 that the (ARE) equation possesses a unique semi-positive 

de1inite solution. 

Proposition 3 

Assume that (A .B) is stabillzable. 

Let matrix Q be factorized as CT C • 

Then all eigenvalues of matrix A -BG are situated inside the unit circle if either one of 

the following conditions is satisfied. 

ORis positive definite and the system XI; +1 = A XI; + B UI;;Y = C X is detect

able. 

ii) Q is positive definite and R is semi-positive de1inite. 

Proof: 

In case condition i) is satisfied the proof can be found e.g. in Wonham [7]. 

If condition n) is satisfied the proof follows directly from the fact that (ARE) can be 

rewritten as 

K = (A -BGY K (A -BG)+Q +GT R G 

Since Q + GT R G is a positive definite matrix. it is not diJIicult to prove that all eigen

values of matrix A - BG are in norm smaller than one (see e.g. Chow [3]). [] 

Pro,position 4 

Assume that (A .B) is stabilizable. 

If either condition i) or ii) in proposition 3 is satisfied. then (ARE) has a unique semi

positive definite solution. 

In case condition n) is satisfied the solution will even be positive definite. 

Proof: 

First we note that the matrix equation FT PF - P + Q = 0 possesses a unique semi

positive definite solution P. if Q is semi-positive de1inite and all eigenvalues of matrix F 
are in norm smaller than one. Using this. together with the result obtained in proposition 

3. proves then the :first part of the proposition. That condition n) even implies that the 

solution of (ARE) will be positive de1inite follows immediately from the observation that 

K;!r; Q + GT R G (see proposition 3). [] 

The advantage of this last proposition is that. under the assumptions mentioned. we only 

need to solve one quadratic matrix equation from which we know that it has exactly one 

solution in the class of semi-positive definite matrices. 
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IV Additional conditions simplifying the algorithm 

The main topic of this section will be the derivation of conditions under which the 

existence of lim hi,N is ascertained. The conditions we shall give will prove to be rather 
N .... oo 

weak. The consequence of this is that the algorithm. we derived in section m. can be much 

simplified if some additional restrictions are satisfied. At the end of this section we will 

therefore reformulate theorem 2 and the algorithm in case these additional assumptions 

hold. 

As was noted in the previous section the derivation of hi+l from hi becomes much simpler 

when it is assumed. among other things. that matrix A - BG is invertible. In case some 

extra (weak) assumptions are posed on the system. it is possible to prove that this inverti

bility condition is always satisfied. The proof of this proposition uses the following 
lemma: 

Lemma 3 

Let K be a positive definite solution of (ARE). Assume furthermore that matrix R is 

positive definite and matrix B is full column rank. 

Then matrix K - K B (R + BT K B)-lBT K is positive definite too. 

~ 
1 1 

Since K is positive definite. we can factorize K as KiT Ki. 

Now we have 

1 1 = KiT{I - X (R + XT X)-lXT }K2 • 

1 

where X = Ki B is full column rank since matrix B is full column rank. Consider 
P~l-X(R +XT X)-lXT • 

Let O;ll! x e1cer XT • then it is obvious that x T P X > 0 . 

On the other hand if x I. ker X T • we have that 

x T P X = x T {I - X (R + XT X)-l XT}X 

>xT{l- X (XT X)-l XT}x 

So we have that matrix P is positive definite. from which the result immediately follows.[] 

Proposition 5 

Let K be a positive definite solution of (ARE). 
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Then. under the assumption that R > 0 and matrices A and B are full column rank. 

matrix A - BG is invertible. 

~ 
Rewrite A - BG as follows 

A - BG = A - B (R + BT K B )-1 BT K A 

= (I-B R +BT K B)-lBT K)A 

= K {K-K B (R +BT K BJ-1 BT K}A 

According to lemma 3 matrix K - K B (R + BT K B )-1 B K is positive definite. Due to 

the assumption that matrix A is full rank. it is obvious now that matrix A - BG will be 

full rank too. D 

The next proposition is the most important result of this section. It gives sufficient condi

tions under which lim hi.N will exist. The proof of it is rather technical. and depends 
N-+co 

strongly on a result Aulbach recently derived in [1]. Before we state the proposition we 

will therefore first quote this result in a lemma. 

1&mma4 
Consider the homogeneous di1ference equation 

and a perturbation 

whose respective principal fundamental matrices are denoted by ~(k J ) and 1'(k J). 

Suppose that equation (5) is defined for all k from a set J of consecutive integers. 

Furthermore suppose that II BI: II is bounded above on J by some positive constant 8 . 

Then the following is true: 

If there exist positive constants ')I • X such that 

11~(kJ)II~ ')I XI:-1forallkJEJ.k ~l+l 

then II I/I(k J)l1 ~ ~p.I:-Ifor all k J eJ.k ~Z +1 

with B := (')IX+')I8) I (X +')18) and p.:=X +')18. 

The proposition now reads as follows. 
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Proposition 6 

Assume that max I u(A - BG ) I = 11 < 1. and XI;.N converges in (RRE). 

Under the assumption that the growth rate of the exogenous and reference values is 

smaller than 1/11• i.e.IIY;+1":E;;m1I1YI;II;lIu;+11:E;;m1"u;1I and Ilxl;+111:E;;m1HxI;U where 

lIm1>11' for all k limit hl;.N exists when N tends to infinity. 

Moreover hI; .N .... hi; • where hi; is defined by: 

00 

(6) hI; = 1:{(A-BGYJi -i;{Qy;-(RG)TU;_(A-BGY XCxd 
i=i; 

Proof: 

Consider the following two homogeneous difference equations 

Zi;+1 = (A -BG Y ZI; 

and Zi;+1 = «A -BG Y + EI; )Zi; 

where Ei; = (A - BGN -I;.N Y - (A - BG)T • Denote the principal fundamental matrix of 
the second equation by XCIe J). with X (Ie .Ie) = 1 and X(1e J) = 0 for 1 >Ie. Note that 

Ei; does not depend on N. due to the fact that GN-k.N depends only on the difference 
between N and N-k (see equation (3iv». 

Since max lu(A-BG)I=11<1. there exists for all 12 > 11 a constant M(Zz) such that 
II(A-BG :r1l:E;;M(lz).I~ . 

As Ei; converges to zero when Ie tends to infinity it is clear now. from Aulbach·s lemma. 

that for any I/m1 > I1 there exists a le 1 and M such that for all Ie ~le1 and 
1~1e +111 X (Ie ,l)I'M.d-1 • 

Straightforward calculation shows that hi;.N equals 

N-k-1 
0) X (N-Ie .O)Qy: + L X(n-Ie .N-le- j)vI:+J.N 

}=o 

In the following we shall prove that hi;.N is a Cauchy sequence. Since R" is complete. we 

can conclude then that lim hl:.N exists. In the proof we will need the next two properties: 
N-+oo 

X(N-k.O)a Y: .... OwhenN .... co 

2) 

where M 2 is a constant independent of N and Ie. and 0 < T1 < lIm1. 

These two properties will be proved first. 
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Due to the assumption of bounded exponential growth for the exogenous and reference 

variables. and the fact that all matrices are bounded in norm. it is immediately clear that 

the following inequalities hold for some constants PI and P2-

(in IIvJ pII ~Ppm{-k • and 

(iii) IIX(N-k.O)QYN.1I = UX(N-k.k1)X(k1.0)QyNIl 

~ IIX(N-k .k 1)1 IIX(k 1.0) Q yN11 

Since rl < ml < 1 and kl is finite. property 1) results immediately from the last 
inequality (iii)_ 

To prove property 2) we note furthermore that 

N-t-l N-t-k1 r. X(N-k.N-k-j)Vk+JP= r. X(N-k.N-k-j)vJr.+JP + 
j=Jr. 2 J=t2 

So that in the same way. using (n). 

N-t-l 
+ r. X(N-k .kuX (k 1.N-k-j)vk+JP 

j=N-k-t 1+1 

N-t-l N-t-t 1 

II r. X(N-k .N-k-j)vJ+t2pl~ r. M r{ Plm{ + 
j=k, J=k2 

+ 

N-k-l 
Now the second term r. M rf-t

-
t1P 3 m{ ~ 

j-N-l-k 1+1 

where P 4 is a constant independent of N and k • and the first term 
N-l-t1 N-k-k 1 r. M PI (rpm1)} = M PI (rpml)k2 r. (rpml)J-t2 

J=t2 J=t2 
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where Ps(N-k-k l) is a constant depending on N-k-k l. 

Since the constant Ps is bounded (rpml < 1t). we can conclude now that there exists a 

constant M 2. independent of N • k and k 2 such that 2) holds. 

We shall prove now that hk.N is a Cauchy sequence. 

Therefore consider hk (N ,m):= he.N +m - hi:.N . 

Substitution of (0 yields: 

N+m-k-l 
hk(N,m) = INIT + 1: X(N+m-1c .N+m-1c- j)Vk+J.N+m 

J=N-k 

N-k-l 
+ 1: {X(N+m-k.N+m-k-j)vk+J.N+m -X(N-k.N-k-j)vk+J.N1• 

}=o 

where lNIT = X (N +m -1c .0) Q Y;;+m - X (N -k .0) Q y;;. 

From 1), respectively 2) it is inmediately clear that lNIT and 
N+m-t-l 

1: X(N +m-1c .N+m-k- j)Vt+J.N+m converge to zero when N tends to infinity. 

Consequently it su1Ii.ces to prove now that the third term of hk (N ,m). 
N-t-l 

1: {X(N+m-k.N+m-k-j)Vk+J.N+m -X(N-k.N-1c-j)Vk+J.N}' becomes in 
J-O 

norm arbitrarily small when N tends to infinity. To obtain this result. we note that this 

sum can be rewritten as 

N-k-l 
v(N):= 1: X(N +m-1c .N+m-k-j)(Vk+J.N+m - vJ+J.N) 

J=O 

N-k-l 
+ 1: [X(N+m-k.N+m-k-j)-X(N-k.N-1c-j)]vJ+J.N 

J-O 

Since. for any j. vJ.N converges when N tends to infinity. we can conclude that: 

for any eps > O. for all N there exists a k 3 such that 

j ~ k 3 II v J .N +m - V J .N II < eps. and moreover k 3 tends to infinity when N 
infinity. 

Using this property. we can estimate the first term of v (N) by 

ks 
eps L n X (N +m -k .N +m -k - j)1I 

J=O 

N-k-l 
+ L UX(N+m-1c.N+m-k-j)1 IIvk+J.N+m-Vk+J.N II • 

J=ks+l 

N-k-l 

for all 

tends to 

As lim 1: IIX(N+m-1c.N+m-k-j)U exists. it is clear that 
N-oo J=O 

eps X(N +m-k.N +m-k- j) can be made arbitrarily small by an appropriate choice of 
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eps. Due to the monotonic dependency of k 3 on N. from 2) it is obvious that 
N-J::-l 

1: HX(N+m-k.N+m-k-j)n IIvJ::+JP+m -vJ::+JP II 
J=J::,+l 

will become arbitrarily small too. if N is choosen large enough. This completes the proof 

of the convergence of the first part of v (N) to zero. 
N-J::-l 

For the second part. 1: [X(N+m-k.N+m-k-j)-X(N-k.N-k-j)]vl;+JP a 
)=0 

similar argument is used. In this case we have that for any eps > O. for all N there exists 

a k3 such that for all j' k3 IIX(N+m-k.N+m-k-j)-(A -BG)JII <eps. where 

again k 3 tends to infinity if N does so. By splitting up this sum. as was done for the :first 

part of v (N). it is seen that this term converges also to zero when N tends to infinity. 

This completes the proof that hJ:: (N.m) is a Cauchy sequence. So we have proved now. 

that limhl;p exists. 

The second statement of the proposition is that hI; P -+ hI; • where h" is given by (6). 

Note that it is not difticult. under the assumptions stated in the proposition. to prove that 

h" exists for any k. 

Once we can prove now that hop-+ho• it is seen via the following reasoning that hl;p 

converges then to hI; when N tends to infinity. 

From equation (3v) we have that lim hI; p. denote it by hI:; • satisfies the recurrence equa

tion 

hI:; = (A -BG)~+1 + VI:;. with VI:; = _(RG)T u; - (A - BG)T KC XI:; +Q y;. 
It is now easily veri:fi.ed that hI:; satisfies this recurrence equation too. So. once we proved 

that ho and ho coincide. we can conclude then that hI:; and hI:; are identical for any k. 

The proof that hop-+ho reads as follows: 

N-l 
1Ilimhop - h o= Hlim(X(N .O)Q y~ + 1: X(N.N- j)VjP )- {(A - BG Y}J Vj II 

)=0 

N-l = BlimX(N .O)Q y~ + lim 1: [X(N.N- j)vJP - (A - BG)TJ Vj] + 
J=O 

co 
+ lim 1: {(A -BGY})vjll 

j=N 

, limll X(N .0) Q y~1I + 

N-l 00 

+ limll 1: [X(N.n- j )Vjp - {(A - BG y}T vi]I + limIl 1: {(A - BG )T}JvJII. 
j=O J=N 

Due to respectively 1). the analysis of the second term of v (N). and 2) it is immediately 

clear that each of these terms converges to zero when N tends to infinity. So we can 
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conclude that lim ho,ll = ho • which completes the proof of the proposition. [] 

We will now state the promised important special case of theorem 2. 

Theorem 3 

Assume that either one of the conditions of proposition 3 is satisfied. and that the pair 

(A .B) is stabilizable. Denote max I cr (A - BG) I by It. 

Then under the additional assumption that the growth rate of the reference and exogenous 

noise variables is smaller than lIlt. the optimal control minimizing lim J N (see theorem 2) 

is given by (4iO, where X is the unique semi-positive de:finite solution of (ARE) and hi is 

given by (6). 

Proof: 

According to proposition 3 all eigenvalues of matrix A - BG are situated inside the unit 

circle. This implies. according to proposition 6. that hi,ll will converge for all Ie to ht • 

which is given by equation (6). Corollary 2 yields then the result as stated above. [] 

From this theorem it is clear that the inJiuence of future reference and exogenous variables 

on the optimal control is exponentially decreasing. So. in these situations. specification of 

the last part of the reference trajectories may become superftuous. which makes application 

of this controller in practice of course easier. 

The disadvantage of this controller is. that at any time Ie • ht must be calculated as an 

inftnite sum. In the following theorem we shall give sufficient conditions. which make it 

possible to calculate hi+1 from hi recursively. once we have calculated an initial value. 
say h t • 

Theorem 4 

Assume that Q > O. R > O. matrices A and B are full column rank. and the pair (A .B) is 

stabllizable. Denote max Icr(A - BG) I by It. 

Then. under the additional assumptions that the growth rate of the reference and exo

genous noise variables is smaller than lilt. the optimal control minimizing lim J N (see 

theorem 2) is given by (4ii). where X is the positive de:finite solution of (ARE) and hi is 

given by the following recurrence equation: 

00 

hi = L {(A - BG Y }i-l{Qyt - (RG )T ut - (A - BG Y XCx;). 
i=l 

lm2t. 
From proposition 4 we know that X will be positive de:finite in this case. This implies. 

using the assumption that R > 0 and proposition 5. that matrix A - BG is invertible. 
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In the proof of proposition 6 we already noted that hi satisfies the recurrence equation 

-h1= I: {(A -BG)TP-1 {QYi·-(RG)Tu;-(A -BG)T KCoit;l. 
i-1 

Using the invertibility property of A - BG and theorem 3, yields now the result as stated 
above. [] 

Due to the assumptions stated in theorem 4, important simplifications in the algorithm for 

calculating the optimal control are now possible. 

We shall end this section with a reformulation of the algorithm, under the assumption 

that the conditions posed in theorem 4 are satisfied. 

Simplified alt:orithm resu1tint: from theorem 4 

1 a) Check whether i) Q > 0, R > 0; ii) A and B are full column rank 

b) Check whether (A,B) is stabilizable 

2 a) Calculate the positive definite solution of (ARE) 

b) Calculate max IO"'(A - BG) I = II 

3 a) Check whether the growth rate of the exogenous noise and reference variables is 

not exceeding lIl1 

b) Calculate h 1 

4 a) Implement the optimal control given by equation (4ii) 

b) Calculate hi+1 from equation (7) 

c) Increment t by 1 and return to 4a. 

V The infi.n.ite time Minimum Variance and LQ-regulator 

In this section two special cases of the in section m derived optimal controller will be con

sidered. Furthermore a characterization of the admissible reference trajectories will be 

given. 

The first special case is the controller minimizing the infinite time minimum variance cost 

criterium. Chow already stated in [3] that the controller we will give is optimal under cer

tain conditions. He was however not able to check all these conditions on beforehand. The 

solution we give here shows that his assumption concerning matrix G. namely being such 

that A - BG has its eigenvalues inside the unit circle. is always satisfied. Therefore the 

regulator. and the assumptions under which it is an optimal one. are stated apart now in 
corollary 3. 
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Corollary 3: 

Suppose that the matrix pair (A .B ) is stabilizable. and that lim hI: +1.N is finite. 

Then the optimal regulator minimizing cost criterium 

N 
lim. L (Y, - ,;y Q (Y, - ,;) 

N-coi=1: 

where Q is a symmetric positive definite weighting matrix and'l: satisftes system 1. is 

given by: 

where G = (BT KB >-1 BT KA • with K the positive definite solution of 

K = AT{K -KB(BT KB)-lBT K}A +Q. and 

co 
gt = (BT KB )-1 BT (KC.~t - L {(A - BG)T P-I:-l (Qy: - (A - BG Y KCxj» 

i=l:+l 

fmQt. 
Take R = 0 in theorem 3. o 

Notice. that in case matrix B is invertible the solution of (ARE) is matrix Q. and the 

resulting optimal control equals the Minimum Variance control. 

Another interesting point is that by taking , j = 0 for j ;?; Ie + 1. and x J = 0 for j.;?; Ie + 1. 

we get a stabilizing Minimum Variance controller for a zero set point. 

The second special case of the optimal controller derived in section m is the LQG regula

tor. By taking all reference and exogenous variables equal to zero in theorem 2. it is obvi

ous that the traditional LQ-regulator. as stated e.g. in Bertsekas [2]. is obtained. 

Now that we have deduced the infinite time Minimum Variance controller. we can give a 

characterization of all reference trajectories that can be tracked. 

Theorem 5 
A reference trajectory is admissible w.r.t. the infinite time Minimum Variance controller if 

and only if the following expression converges to zero when Ie tends to infinity 

(8) M(A,; + CXt - K-1ay;+1) + B(BT KB)-l BThl:+1 + (K-1Q - 1)Y;+1 

whereM = 1 - B{BT KB)-lBT K. 

co 

andht+l= L {(A - BG )T}I-l (ayj+l - KCx}). 
}=t+l 

Proof: 

Substitution of the optimal control and rearranging some terms leads to the following 
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closed loop error equation 

00 

YI;+1-Y;+1 = CA -BG)Yt -B(BTKB)-1BT(KCXl: - E {CA _BGyp-t-1 {Qyj-
)-l:+1 

-CA - BG)T KCxj }) + CXt - Y;+1 

= MA (Yk - y;) + (I - B(BT KB)-1 BT K)Ay;+ 

+ (I - B (BT KB )-1 BT K)Cxl; - (I - B (BT KB )-1 BT Q )y;+1 

00 

+B(BTKB>-1BT( E I(A -BG)TP-I;(Qyj+1- KCXj)) 
j=k+1 

Defining et as yl; - y; • the equation can be rewritten as 

Since all eigenvalues of MA lie inside the unit circle (proposition 3), we have from lemma 

1 in Engwerda [4], that a necessary and sufficient condition for e to converge to zero is the 

convergence of 

Which completes the proof. [J 

We shall end this section by drawing some conclusions from equations (8) and (9). and by 

relating the infinite time Minimum Variance controller to the (one timestep) Minimum 

Variance controller. 

First we observe from equation (9) that in case matrix B is invertible. the control error 

will be zero at any time. So. in that case every reference trajectory will be admissible. A 

second observation is that in contrast with the Minimum Variance controller. the eigen

values of matrix MA are now always inside the unit circle. A consequence of this is that 

the error will remain bounded if equation (8) remains bounded. So from a regulator's 

point of view any information about the future must always be taken into account in 

order to obtain a stable economy (if a Minimum Variance type cost criterium is used!). 

Since in practice economic information about the future exogenous noise path is rather 

doubtfull. it seems that the infinite time Minimum Variance regulator can only be applied 

either in those situations where the eigenvalues of matrix MA are rather small. or in those 

situations in which the influence of the exogenous components on the national economy is 

negligible (e.g. for large countriesO. 
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Finally. notice that the first part of the closed loop error equation (8) coincides with the 

closed loop error equation when the (one timestep) Minimum Variance controller is used 

(see Engwerda [4]. corollary 1). 

VI Conclusions 

In this paper it is shown that for a linear system possessing an exogenous noise component 

the optimal control minimizing the infinite time quadratic trajectory tracking cost func

tional can be derived. The algorithm is obtained under a restriction on the exogenous- and 

reference trajectories. and the assumptions that a weighted sum of the weighting matrices 

is positive definite and the system without the exogenous noise component is stabilizable. 

Application of the algorithm in its most general form proves to be cumbersome. Too many 

calculations are needed. Therefore. under some additional (weak) conditions. a special case 

of the algorithm is derived. This last algorithm proves to be easy to implement. An 

important part of the calculations. the determination of the Riccati equation. can be done 

off-line. Moreover only one equation has to be updated for the determination of the 

optimal control. 

A disadvantage of this control scheme is that all exogenous and reference trajectories 

should be known in advance over an infinite time horizon. By assuming a weak restriction 

on the weighting matrix Q it is shown that this disadvantage can partly be overcome. In 

that case the future exogenous- and reference values are exponentially weighted by a 

matrix that has all its eigenvalues inside the unit circle. 

As a consequence the influence of the future variables on the control to be calculated will 

decay exponentially. 

As a special case of the algorithm the infinite time Minimum Variance controller is 

obtained. An advantage of this controller relative to the (one timestep) Minimum Variance 

controller is. that now BmO-stability of the closed loop system is always achieved. 

Finally. it is noted that the LQ-regulator can also be obtained from this controller. and a 

characterization of all admissible reference trajectories is given in case the infinite time 

Minimum Variance regulator is used. 
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